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M E D I C A L  R O B O T S

A decade retrospective of medical robotics  
research from 2010 to 2020
Pierre E. Dupont1*, Bradley J. Nelson2, Michael Goldfarb3, Blake Hannaford4, Arianna Menciassi5, 
Marcia K. O’Malley6, Nabil Simaan3, Pietro Valdastri7, Guang-Zhong Yang8

Robotics is a forward-looking discipline. Attention is focused on identifying the next grand challenges. In an 
applied field such as medical robotics, however, it is important to plan the future based on a clear understanding 
of what the research community has recently accomplished and where this work stands with respect to clinical 
needs and commercialization. This Review article identifies and analyzes the eight key research themes in medical 
robotics over the past decade. These thematic areas were identified using search criteria that identified the most 
highly cited papers of the decade. Our goal for this Review article is to provide an accessible way for readers to 
quickly appreciate some of the most exciting accomplishments in medical robotics over the past decade; for this 
reason, we have focused only on a small number of seminal papers in each thematic area. We hope that this 
article serves to foster an entrepreneurial spirit in researchers to reduce the widening gap between research 
and translation.

INTRODUCTION
Just more than three decades ago, the first roboticists began to 
explore the use of robot manipulators for performing surgical 
procedures. Two decades ago, the first commercial systems were 
installed in hospitals. In the past decade, the field of medical robotics 
has gained momentum, and thousands of robotic surgical systems 
are now installed in clinics around the world, and many millions of 
procedures have been performed. As the acceptance of surgical 
robots by our health care systems has become clear, robotics re-
searchers have increasingly focused their attention on what the next 
generation of medical robots might look like. Their attention is not 
limited to surgical robots, and other areas of medicine are also being 
investigated, including robots to perform physical rehabilitation, 
telepresence robots for patient interaction with off-site health care 
workers, pharmacy automation, robots for disinfecting clinics,  
and more.

Medical robots were first developed to allow surgeons to operate 
remotely and/or with improved precision on their patients, and the 
history of the field is well documented in the literature (1–3). The 
earliest efforts can be traced back to applications in neurosurgery 
(4) and orthopedic surgery (5). The first truly long-distance tele-
surgery was a transatlantic cholecystectomy performed 20 years ago 
(6). Although early progress in the field was somewhat unsteady, as 
is to be expected with the introduction of any radically new tech-
nology, medical robotics has reached a level of maturity that has 
encouraged the health care industry to make substantial invest-
ments in development activities.

Researchers, however, generally look farther into the future and 
beyond commercial development activities. As we consider some of 
the key research activities in the past decade, we obtain a glimpse of 
where medical robotics will head in the coming decades. This article 
focuses on the past 10 years and provides a retrospective assessment 
of the major accomplishments in medical robotics. We use an 
inclusive definition for what constitutes a medical robot that is 
intended to cover all material that would be appropriate for inclusion 
in a major robotics research journal or conference. This encompasses 
single- and multi–degree-of-freedom (DOF) motorized systems 
with motions that may be preprogrammed, joystick-prescribed, 
autonomous, or some combination of the three. We define medical 
robotics research as the creation of new robots and robotic tech-
nologies for medical interventions. A large body of medical journal 
papers devoted to the evaluation of existing medical robots has also 
been published over the past decade. Because these robots largely 
represent technologies developed during prior decades, they are not 
discussed here. Here, our goal was to identify the major research 
themes or “hot topics” in medical robotics over the decade and to 
summarize the seminal research papers that concisely highlight 
these themes.

HOT TOPICS OF THE DECADE
We identified eight hot topics by searching Web of Science for the 
most highly cited papers on medical robotics published in 2010–2020 
(Table 1 and Fig. 1). These hot topics can be related to specific 
clinical applications (e.g., topic 1, robotic laparoscopy) or to enabling 
technologies that find broad applications in medicine (e.g., topic 7, 
soft robotics).

To illustrate how the number of publications in medical robotics 
has evolved over time, the total number of publications for engi-
neering and medical journals is plotted in Fig. 2. The total number 
of publications for all but one of the hot topics is also reported in 
Figs. 2 and 3 (total publications for nonlaparoscopic robots for 
minimally invasive surgery are not reported because satisfactory 
search criteria could not be identified.). Note that the vertical scales 
for Figs. 2 and 3 differ by an order of magnitude.
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From Fig. 2, the number of publications on medical robotics in 
engineering and medical journals has grown exponentially from a 
total of 6 in 1990 to more than 3500 in 2020. Medical journal papers 
are dominated by publications on laparoscopic robots (60 to 70% of 
total) with more than 1300 published in 2020 owing to the success 
of Intuitive Surgical’s da Vinci robot. In line with the maturity of 
this technology, engineering papers on laparoscopy, in contrast, 
peak at 126 in 2019.

Engineering papers are dominated by therapeutic rehabilitation 
and assistive wearable robots. This pair of hot topics represents 
about 80% of the engineering-journal medical robotics papers 
published over the past decade. Although these two topics entered 
the decade with an equal number of papers, therapeutic rehabilitation 
has subsequently notably outpaced assistive wearable robots. It is 
interesting to note, however, that the number of medical papers on 
these topics is less than 25% of the number of engineering papers. 
This is likely due to the fact that medical journal papers often report 
the results of clinical trials, which are much more costly and time 
consuming to perform than engineering studies.

The technologies plotted in Fig. 3 are less mature than those of 
Fig. 2 and consequently are the subject of fewer engineering and 
medical journal papers. Of these, magnetic actuation is the most 
mature, and exponential growth in both engineering and medical 
papers can be observed, with medical papers lagging engineering 
papers. Continued growth of this topic to some extent hinges on 
whether clinically viable applications of microrobots can be developed.

The plots of soft robotics papers show this topic to be early in its 
development cycle. It should be noted, however, that we excluded 
the large numbers of fundamental articles on soft actuators and 
sensors appearing in materials journals that suggest medical robotics 
as a potential application. The mapping of these broadly applicable 
technologies into medical robots over the next decade will likely 
produce the exponential growth suggested by the curves in Fig. 3.

Continuum robot technology is unusual in that manually actuated 
continuum-style medical instruments existed long before 1990. 
While new continuum robot architectures have been developed in 
recent decades, the critical advance to make these devices robotic was 
not one of mechanical design but rather of mathematical modeling. 
This work is largely complete as described in its hot topic section 
below, and future growth in engineering papers will likely describe 
clinical robot designs incorporating continuum components. Medical 
papers on this topic have been slow to take off because commercial 
efforts, e.g., Hansen Medical’s cardiac ablation catheters, have been 

unsuccessful. New clinical systems—such as Intuitive Surgical’s Ion 
robot and Auris Healthcare’s Monarch platform (the latter based on 
Hansen Medical’s robotic catheter technology), both for perform-
ing distal lung biopsies—will lead to increasing numbers of medical 
papers in the coming decade.

Capsule robots are the least mature and perhaps the most 
specialized of the hot topic technologies. Their capabilities, as re-
ported in the publications of Fig. 3, have improved substantially 
over the past decade. This technology may be at an inflection point. 
If the capabilities of these robots can be proven sufficient to displace 
current clinical approaches, then interest in this topic will accelerate, 
enabling its further development. There is some evidence that this 
is the case for soft capsule robots under magnetic actuation, an 
approach that has potential for noninvasive diagnosis and therapy 
inside the digestive tract.

The following sections describe each hot topic, provide a sum-
mary of the most important accomplishments over the decade, and 
include insights on current and future research directions. As 
represented in Figs. 2 and 3, many papers have been published on 
each topic. With the goal of highlighting a focused reading list for 
readers who wish to most rapidly come up to speed on a topic, only 
a few highly cited papers are provided as references. An annotated 
version of the bibliography is included as Supplementary Materials 
which is organized by hot topic and includes the number of times 
the paper was cited by other papers (Web of Science) and by patents 
(Lens.org) at the time this paper went to press.

Robotic laparoscopy
Laparoscopic robotics is perhaps the most mature and certainly the 
most commercially successful subfield of medical robotics. Over the 
past decade, progress has been made on three fronts: clinical, 
commercial, and academic. A rapidly growing majority of research 
in laparoscopic robots has been clinical. Many studies aim to compare 
the efficacy of the robot with standard (usually manual laparoscopic) 
techniques for different surgical procedures. Examples include studies 
on radical prostatectomy, radical cystectomy for bladder cancer, 
rectal cancer resection, and hysterectomy.

Commercially, the decade has seen continuing evolutionary 
development of the da Vinci robot made by Intuitive Surgical. This 
system now offers the ability to mount endoscopic and laparoscopic 
instruments on any arm (earlier models had a specialized endo-
scope arm), semiautomated arm and patient cart positioning, and 
improvements to the instrument coupling. Over the past decade, at 
least 50 different instruments have been released for the da Vinci. 
Furthermore, the da Vinci’s use has grown rapidly, with more than 
1.2 million procedures completed in 2019 according to their annual 
report. At the same time, the initial patents that had given Intuitive 
Surgical a monopoly position in robotic laparoscopic surgery began 
to expire during the past decade, resulting in several large medical 
device companies launching initiatives to develop their own robots 
that are currently being introduced.

Academic research progressed on two fronts over the decade. 
The first has used laparoscopic robots as a platform for developing 
enhanced capabilities. Major subtopics on this front include the in-
troduction of open platform robots for research use, initial efforts 
into the development of surgical automation, and continuing work 
on the integration of force sensing into laparoscopic tools. The 
second research direction in laparoscopic surgery has considered 
new robot architectures that might reduce procedural invasiveness. 

Table. 1. Hot topics of the decade.  

Hot topic Seminal references

1. Robotic laparoscopy (7–18)

2. Nonlaparoscopic robots for 
minimally invasive surgery (19–24)

3. Assistive wearable robots (25–33)

4. Therapeutic rehabilitation robots (34–41)

5. Capsule robots (42–48)

6. Magnetic actuation (49–52)

7. Soft robotics (53–61)

8. Continuum robotics (62–69)
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Single-port systems have received the most attention, including a 
recently introduced commercial system from Intuitive, the da Vinci 
SP. There has also been some research into robots that are inserted 
into the body and then detached mechanically, powered by tethers 
or external fields. Each of these topics is described below.
Open platform laparoscopic robots
New robot capabilities cannot typically be developed and tested in 
isolation. For results to be reproducible and comparable, it is im-
portant for such research to be performed on high-performance test 
platforms that are well characterized. It is a huge and duplicative 
undertaking for an individual research group to develop their own 

laparoscopic robot system. Recognizing this need, two groups 
introduced open-source robot platforms for the research community. 
The first was the Raven II, a nonclinical robotic surgery research 
platform that compactly supports two to four laparoscopic instru-
ments (including da Vinci Si instruments) in a work volume typical 
of abdominal laparoscopic surgery (7). Intuitive Surgical collaborated 
with several academic researchers to then introduce a research plat-
form consisting of refurbished da Vinci Si patient and surgeon-side 
mechanisms, stereoscopic display hardware with a custom electronics, 
and a control package—the da Vinci Research Kit or dVRK (8). 
Neither system is certified for human use, but both have performed 

Fig. 1. Example clinical applications for the eight hot topics of the decade. Starting at 8 o’clock and proceeding clockwise: Laparoscopic robots are the success story 
of medical robotics with applications including radical prostatectomy, radical cystectomy for bladder cancer, rectal cancer resection, and hysterectomy. Continuum 
robots are robotic versions of manual medical instruments including catheters, bronchoscopes, uteroscopes, and colonoscopes. Nonlaparoscopic robots have been 
developed for varying applications including electrode implantation in the brain and microsurgery inside the eye. Soft robots have been used, e.g., to create soft sleeves 
to assist heart contraction and for hand rehabilitation of daily living tasks. Assistive wearable robots are used to augment or replace arm and leg motion in the cases of 
motion impairment or amputation. Capsule robots are pill-sized devices that are swallowed for endoscopic diagnosis and treatment of the alimentary canal. Therapeutic 
rehabilitation robots assist patients with neurological injuries in performing repetitive movements to relearn tasks such as walking and grasping. Magnetic actuation 
enables the wireless generation of forces and torques inside the body to actuate an untethered robot or to orient the tip of a catheter.
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animal procedures with Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-
mittee approval.
Surgical automation
Laparoscopic robot systems are used to perform a wide range of 
standard surgical tasks. They also inherently provide complete 
actuation of instrument motion as well as high-quality video and 
rich data sets describing instrument motion. As commercial offer-
ings such as da Vinci have attained excellent levels of user-interface 
transparency, research focus has turned to use cases that might 
require supplementing teleoperated robotic surgery with automated 
assistance. Potential benefits of safe and effective automation of 
subtasks of a surgery include increased precision, fusion of non-
visual or haptic sensor information, adherence to precise preoperative 
plans, and amelioration of repetitive stress injury and other ergo-
nomic hazards to surgeons. Barriers to safe and effective automa-
tion of selected surgical tasks are pronounced and include accurate 
three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of the (changing) surgical 
field, repeatable and accurate control of elongated and flexible 
endoscopic mechanisms, accurate situational awareness by the agent 
of the overall operation’s state, robustness of task plans to sensor 
errors, unusual tissue properties, and emergency events. Work on 
this topic extends from developing 2D and 3D computer vision 
techniques to detect and localize robotic tools (9) to learning from 
observation of surgical subtasks (10). It also includes semiautomated 
in vivo (11) suturing, although the technologies in these studies 
required simplified visual environments. The development of 
autonomy remains a very active research frontier.

Navigation, intraoperative imaging, and visualization
Although surgical automation is often regarded as a novelty, some 
of the earliest medical robots, e.g., for milling cavities in the bone in 
joint replacement, offered a level of automation comparable with 
machine tools (5). Preoperative computed tomography or magnetic 
resonance images were used to generate operative plans that were 
carried out under computer control, while the clinician provided 
general supervision. As the field began to focus on soft tissue 
surgery, preprogrammed motions gave way to clinician-guided 
teleoperative control. Despite the change in control paradigm, the 
incorporation of image guidance, using either intraoperative or 
preoperative data, has become increasingly important for all types 
of robotic surgery, not just in laparoscopy. These techniques enable 
assessment of tissue perfusion and visualization of anatomical 
details below the tissue surface, minimizing the risks of damaging 
underlying vital structures such as nerves and blood vessels. For 
example, Intuitive Surgical has integrated near-infrared imaging 
with indocyanine green (ICG), allowing real-time assessment of 
microcirculation in vivo. ICG is a tricarbocyanine compound that is 
water soluble and can be injected intravenously. This “firefly” tech-
nology absorbs near-infrared light and, when injected, remains 
intravascular and can be used to assess blood perfusion, allowing, 
for example, the detection of decreased blood perfusion at an intes-
tinal anastomosis that may result in anastomotic dehiscence (12).
Contact force sensing and control
Both manual and laparoscopic instruments remove the surgeon’s 
hand from tissues being manipulated and thus distort or completely 

Fig. 2. Medical robotics pa-
pers published in engineering 
and medical journal papers 
from 1990 to 2020. Curves re-
port total numbers along with 
subsets corresponding to hot 
topics of laparoscopic robots, 
therapeutic rehabilitation robots, 
and assistive wearable robots. 
Note that 2020 publications were 
potentially reduced by coronavirus 
disease 2019 (COVID-19) shutdowns 
(data from Web of Science; see 
Materials and Methods).
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suppress force and tactile sensations. To preserve safe handling of 
tissues in tasks such as retraction, interaction forces must be sensed 
and controlled. Furthermore, tactile sensing would allow the recre-
ation of tissue palpation at the manipulator during robotic surgery. 
Technical barriers to such sensing include the small (5 to 10 mm in 
diameter) size of laparoscopic instruments, heat and corrosiveness 
of sterilization measures in reusable instruments, and cost in single- 
use instruments as well as the mechanics imposed between sensing 
point and the tool-tissue contact point or area. Progress to address 
this limitation has been made through the use of clever mechanical 
designs to separate pulling and grasping forces (13) and the intro-
duction of new sensing technologies, such as capacitive compliant 
polymer load cells (14).
Single-port laparoscopic robots
As much as laparoscopic surgical approaches reduced invasiveness 
compared with standard open procedures, a typical manual or 
robotic procedure requires three or four incisions for individual 
instruments and the visualization endoscope. Combining multiple 
instrument controls, drives, and endoscopic visualization into a 
single-access port requires increased mechanical complexity and 
density. Notable innovative single-port prototypes include (15, 16).
Detached surgical robots
The classic laparoscopic paradigm involves elongated instruments 
each inserted at a pivot point in the abdominal wall through a port/
trocar. This geometry fundamentally constrains the motion by 
which a surgeon can approach the surgical task. Research to break 
this constraint faces the challenges of implementing all actuation 
and sensing inside the body itself, supplying suitable power and 
communication, and enabling safe deployment and retrieval of an 
independently deployed robot from the surgical site. Prototypes 

demonstrating removal of the trocar-pivot constraint include endo-
scopes and robotic instruments inserted through a port and then 
attached to the abdominal wall using either magnetic forces (17) or 
a needle-sized puncture that is also used for power transmission (18).

Robots supporting laparoscopic surgery are the most advanced 
in terms of application to medicine, with more than 5 million 
people treated, suggesting rapid momentum heading into the next 
decade. This volume allows medical innovations and the prolifera-
tion of new instruments, which are expected to continue. New 
sensors and better estimation and modeling data and algorithms 
will allow precise control of force. Gradual introduction of automation 
to support laparoscopic and other robotic surgeons will allow seam-
less integration of novel imaging and treatment modes, increasing 
the surgeon’s role as a supervisor and monitor of advanced surgical 
instruments. The most important advancements in laparoscopic 
robotics will be those with the most direct patient benefits, including 
better treatment of tumor margins with less need to resect healthy 
tissue, detection and reduction of rare surgical errors, and reduc-
tion of trauma and risk of infection from surgical procedures.

Nonlaparoscopic procedure–specific robots
Inspired by the success of the da Vinci robot for laparoscopic 
procedures, the past decade has also witnessed surgeons and engineers 
exploring new robotic solutions for nonlaparoscopic procedures. 
Key areas of focus have included endoluminal and natural orifice 
interventions and robots for microsurgery.
Endoluminal and natural orifice surgery
Of the nascent applications of surgical robots explored in the past 
decade, we note works on endoluminal and endoscopic robots 
seeking to further reduce morbidity by eliminating the need for 

Fig. 3. Medical robotics papers 
published in engineering and med-
ical journal papers from 1990 to 
2020. Curves report paper num-
bers for hot topics of soft robotics, 
magnetic actuation, capsule robots, 
and continuum robots. Note that 
2020 publications were potentially 
reduced by COVID-19 shutdowns 
(data from Web of Science; see 
Materials and Methods).
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skin incisions to access internal anatomy and by offering solutions 
allowing for deeper access along tortuous anatomical passages. 
Shang et al. (19) presented a highly articulated endoscopic platform 
for endoluminal surgery and demonstrated peritoneal cavity and 
transvaginal access. Burgner et al. (20) explored the potential use of 
concentric tube robots for transnasal pituitary gland surgery. Rivera- 
Serrano et al. (21) presented the use of a highly articulated robotic 
probe for transoral access and delivery of manual tools.

New commercial systems focused on steerable catheters for 
natural orifice minimally invasive biopsy also have recently been 
launched. Perhaps the most notable of these systems are the Ion 
system by Intuitive Surgical and the Monarch system by Auris 
Healthcare. The Ion and Monarch systems use dexterous catheter 
articulation to enable peripheral lung biopsy that would otherwise 
be very difficult to achieve safely. These systems leverage previously 
developed modeling and design technology of tendon-actuated 
continuum robots.
Microsurgery
Retinal microsurgery poses unique challenges that exceed the 
capabilities of existing manual surgical systems. Researchers have 
taken three approaches to addressing these challenges: (i) handheld 
robots with tremor filtering, (ii) hand-on-hand (cooperative) robots, 
and (iii) telemanipulated robots with a remote center of motion. 
Handheld robots with active tremor cancellation have been refined 
for retinal surgery as in (22). In this approach, the surgeon-produced 
tremor in the handheld tool is sensed, and a robot at the tip of the 
tool moves to oppose it such that most of the tremor is canceled out.

Cooperative robots provide an alternative approach to tremor 
suppression while also offering additional capabilities. These robots 
hold the surgical tool together with the surgeon and operate under 
admittance control, producing motions based on the forces applied 
by the surgeon to the tool. The robot’s motions can be more precise 
than what the clinician can perform freehand and are also tremor 
free. Furthermore, assistive control laws, based on active constraints/
virtual fixtures, can be implemented to help the surgeon follow a 
desired path, to avoid dangerous tool excursions, and to provide 
physiological relief from having to hold the surgical tool for extended 
periods of time. This approach has been applied to vitreoretinal 
microsurgery (23). It also being commercialized for tool stabiliza-
tion in the upper airway where the length of needle drivers and 
graspers due to the transoral access makes precision manipulation 
challenging (Galen Robotics Inc.). The system has also been tested 
for applications involving use of image-guided barrier virtual 
fixtures for safe bone deburring during mastoidectomy, where the 
risk of damaging the facial nerve is mitigated by the image-guided 
robotic system.

A third approach to robotic microsurgery is to use teleoperation. 
In this approach, the clinician does not need to hold the tool at all 
but rather controls the robotic tool through an input device. This 
technology provides all of the advantages of cooperative robots with 
the addition of motion scaling and the potential for reduced inertial 
and frictional effects. Such a system for intraocular surgery has 
undergone first-in-human testing (24).
What the future holds
There are several exciting developments that will enable a new wave 
of innovation of procedure-specific robotic platforms. In the past 
decade, we have seen some works in the area of electrode array 
steering and insertion for cochlear implants. These examples point 
to the potential of harnessing soft robotics and possibly magnetic 

actuation for creating new platforms for deep navigation. We also 
have seen exciting work combining manipulation and diagnostic 
sensing. We believe that there is still a need for solutions enabling the 
use of in vivo sensing for improving surgeon performance. Systems 
that can use intraoperative sensing with adaptive assistive be-
haviors (virtual fixtures or shared control) will also allow surgeons to 
achieve rapid clinical deployability and improved perception and 
performance.

Assistive wearable robotics
Assistive wearable robotics focuses on the design and control of 
wearable robotic devices intended to improve the mobility or 
functionality of individuals with musculoskeletal or neuromuscular 
impairment. Areas of contribution in this field include the develop-
ment of robotic limbs (also called powered prostheses) for individuals 
with upper and lower extremity amputation and the development 
of exoskeletons (also called powered orthoses) for individuals with 
neuromuscular impairment, such as those with spinal cord injury, 
stroke, multiple sclerosis, or cerebral palsy. Although the field has 
historic roots dating at least to the early 1960s (see, for example, the 
Proceedings of the International Symposium on External Control of 
Human Extremities, 1963), the decade between 2010 and 2020 saw 
the fully realized emergence of it.

Although an enumeration of research in the field is beyond the 
scope of this short summary, three major categories of research 
include (i) powered lower limb prostheses, (ii) neurally controlled 
upper limb prostheses, and (iii) lower limb exoskeletons (LLEs). In 
the area of lower limb prosthetics, the state of the art before (circa) 
2010 was energetically passive devices. The past decade saw the 
introduction of power into prosthetic knee and ankle joints. Because 
powered devices have volition, new control methods are required 
that ensure coordination between human and device. Approaches 
to doing so include piecewise passive impedance control, such as 
that described in (25), which provides assurances of locally passive 
behavior, and phase variable control, such as that described in (26), 
which supplants finite-state structures with a uniform control policy. 
Further, because powered devices substantially increased the range 
of activity-specific behaviors of such devices, methods of activity 
recognition are required to determine a current activity state and 
intent to change activity state. Pattern recognition structures 
consisting of data reduction and classification methods were established 
in which a given movement activity is inferred in real time based on 
patterns of movement, such as the methods described by (27).

Unlike lower limb devices, the state of the art before 2010 in 
upper limb prosthetics was powered (i.e., myoelectric prostheses). 
However, these devices typically used single-DOF hands and se-
quential myoelectric control. The past decade has seen the 
emergence of several multigrasp hands and the development of 
corresponding multigrasp and/or multi-DOF hand and arm con-
trol methods. Such control methods include electromyography 
(EMG)–based pattern recognition approaches in which multichannel 
EMG is used as input to a pattern classifier, which, in turn, selects a 
corresponding desired grasp posture or arm movement and subse-
quently executes the corresponding coordinated hand and/or arm 
movement (28). The decade also saw the use of implanted elec-
trodes for the efferent motor control of a multigrasp arm prosthesis 
(29) and to provide meaningful neural sensory feedback corre-
sponding to a hand prosthesis, such as the impressive work reported 
by (30) and (31).
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Scholarly research and development in the area of LLEs over the 
decade has seen marked growth, particularly research associated 
with developing best practices for design and control of such sys-
tems, which varies depending on impairment and objective. Efforts 
describing exoskeletal designs emerged early in the decade, includ-
ing methods of movement intent and control. A method of user 
intent that has gained widespread popularity is the use of body 
posture, as measured via inertial measurement units (IMUs), to infer 
intent to walk (or perform a different activity) (32). In addition to 
exoskeletons, soft “exosuits” were introduced during the decade (33) 
(see also “Soft robotics for medicine” section). Relative to exoskeletons 
that use rigid links, soft exosuits use low-modulus materials, often 
along with tendon actuation, to transmit movement assistance with-
out imposing substantial movement constraint along nonactuated 
DOFs. Although methods for LLE control for nonambulatory indi-
viduals became established during the decade, e.g., (32), the field 
has yet to fully establish corresponding best practices for providing 
gait assistance for poorly ambulatory individuals. In the case of 
nonambulatory individuals, no joint-level cooperative control is 
required between human and machine, whereas assisting a user ca-
pable of movement generally entails a high degree of joint-level co-
ordination between device and human. Presumably, the field will, 
in the coming decade, establish methods for assisting poorly ambu-
latory individuals without jeopardizing the user’s agency or ability to 
maintain balance, particularly in the absence of a stability aid, with 
the aspirational objective of also improving balance.

Therapeutic rehabilitation robots
Whereas assistive exoskeletons and prosthetic limbs are intended to 
replace lost function, rehabilitation robots are designed to deliver 
repetitive movement therapy to the limbs after neurological injuries, 
most commonly stroke and spinal cord injury, so that the individual’s 
capabilities are restored. These robotic devices enable the execution 
of reaching, grasping, walking, and ankle movements in a manner 
that induces or facilitates neuroplasticity, which can result in recov-
ery of range of motion and movement coordination. When these 
gains are realized, the patient experiences restored limb function 
and, in some cases, is able to provide self-care, live independently, 
and even return to the workforce after their injury without the 
support of the robotic device.

Some rehabilitation robots take the form of exoskeletons that fit 
around the leg, arm, or hand, whereas others are end effector–type 
robots that interface with the human body through a handle or foot 
platform. Devices target either lower limbs, with the primary objec-
tive being the restoration of mobility, or the upper limb, with the 
objective being the restoration of dexterity. The robot becomes a 
reliable tool for the physical therapist, providing precise and repeat-
able movement support to the patient with a level of intensity that 
can be modulated either through variable resistance, assistance, or 
number of repetitions. Integrating robotic devices in a rehabilita-
tion regimen can reduce personnel costs, minimize work-related 
injuries, and improve the consistency by which training is de-
livered. Robots for rehabilitation can serve both as the means to 
deliver therapy and as a tool for assessment, because on-board 
sensors can measure features of movements over the course of 
the therapeutic intervention, providing a fine-grained view of the 
progress in movement capability that traditional clinical assess-
ment scales, which are coarse and focused on functional ability, 
fail to capture.

Since the introduction of rehabilitation robots in the early 1990s 
as a means to provide precise, repetitive movement therapy, there 
have been important advances made in their design, fabrication, 
control, and clinical translation. In the decade before 2010, the 
major research accomplishments included the clinical assessment 
and commercialization of the first generation of robotic devices 
developed for neurorehabilitation, including treadmill-based exo-
skeletons for gait rehabilitation, such as the Lokomat, and end 
effector–type robots for upper limb rehabilitation, such as the 
InMotion ARM robot. Since these initial developments, in the early 
2000s, researchers began to develop new exoskeleton-type robots 
for the upper limb that could target specific joint movements distal 
to elbow and shoulder, whereas lower-limb exoskeletons that could 
facilitate over ground walking were introduced. This decade saw 
foundational work in the development of control algorithms that 
were designed to enable better coordination of movement between 
robot and patient.

During the decade 2010–2020, rehabilitation robotics research 
was primarily focused on four areas. The first was novel device 
design, increasingly of the exoskeleton form and focused on the 
distal joints of the upper limb and incorporating compliance and 
soft materials for both actuation and structure. The second was the 
development of new control algorithms to modulate the interaction 
between human and robot to elicit maximum participation from 
the human. The third was the creation of methods of intent detec-
tion to infer and support the patient’s desired movements, rather 
than prescribed or preprogrammed trajectories. The fourth was the 
expanded use of robotic devices for objective and quantitative 
assessment of neurorecovery, not just the delivery of therapy.

In the past 10 years, researchers have increasingly focused on the 
design of rehabilitation robots for the hand and wrist, because the 
ability to self-feed, groom, and care necessitates recovery of hand 
function and dexterity. In contrast to the periodic nature of 
walking, upper limb and hand movements involve dozens of de-
grees of freedom, leading to complex kinematic designs of rigid 
arm and hand exoskeletons and tendon or cable-based actuation 
schemes that attempt to reduce device weight and inertia by re-
motely locating the actuators (34). Some groups have embraced soft 
robotic technologies for glove-based designs that focus on func-
tional grasps, using pneumatic actuation that may even facilitate 
home-based rehabilitation (35).

There have been impressive advances in control methods for 
rehabilitation robots in the past decade, predominantly those that 
facilitate cooperation between robot and patient. Increasingly ad-
vanced methods to estimate the capability of the patient to initiate 
or execute reaching movements or gait trajectories have been 
proposed, which are coupled to adaptive control schemes for the 
robotic device to automatically adjust the amount of robot support 
on the fly, maximizing the patient’s contribution to movement 
execution [see (36) for an example in upper limb rehabilitation and 
(37) for lower limb rehabilitation]. This strategy is known to 
promote neuroplasticity, which is critical to recovery of movement 
coordination (38).

Patient engagement, both cognitive and physical, is another 
factor known to promote neuroplasticity during rehabilitation (39). 
In the past decade, researchers have developed new methods to 
detect movement intent from patients using surface EMG to 
measure electrical activity of the muscles themselves or electro-
encephalography (EEG) to infer intent from changes in the electrical 
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potentials recorded from the surface of the scalp. Clinical evalua-
tion of these techniques is in the early stages, although some initial 
findings show that outcomes for EEG-based intent detection are 
comparable with robotic therapy without intent detection [see, for 
example,(40)]. Although this may at first seem to be a disappointing 
outcome, the number of movement repetitions achieved in a single 
therapy session using this technology is substantially lower than 
robotic rehabilitation alone given the complexity of the experimental 
setup and computational overhead. Despite this, the clinical gains 
are comparable, meaning that such technologies may enable more 
severely impaired individuals who cannot initiate movement to 
benefit from robotic rehabilitation.

A final area of advancement in the past decade is in the applica-
tion of robotic rehabilitation devices as assessment tools. Clinical 
assessment scales are known to be relatively coarse in their ability to 
detect improvements in motor function. Robotic devices, outfitted 
with high-resolution sensors, can be used to assess range of motion, 
intra- and interlimb coordination, and movement smoothness, 
among other features (41). In addition, these devices can track 
recovery over higher-resolution time scales, because data can be 
collected at each treatment session. There is great potential for 
robotic assessment of neurorecovery to influence the intervention 
itself, which gives promise to the potential for robotic devices to 
appreciably improve rehabilitation outcomes in the future.

The developments of the past decade are starting to be assessed 
clinically, using both research grade devices and those that have 
been commercialized. Clinical studies aimed at the evaluation of 
efficacy of novel devices, controllers, and methods for detecting 
user intent for stroke and spinal cord injury rehabilitation are, in 
some cases, actively recruiting participants, whereas other studies 
are listed in the clinical trials database but are not yet recruiting. 
Example clinical studies include investigations of soft robotic 
gloves, interactive exoskeletons for gait rehabilitation, and the 
potential for using EMG or EEG to control a rehabilitation exo-
skeleton. Although not directly related to advances in robotics, 
there are additional clinical studies that aim to determine the efficacy 
of existing devices for treatment of different neurological impair-
ments. For example, devices developed to treat stroke populations 
are being evaluated on spinal cord injury populations. Another 
notable ongoing effort is the evaluation of the efficacy of combining 
robotic rehabilitation with other therapeutic interventions, such as 
spinal stimulation or pharmacological treatments.

Although robotic devices have been shown to effectively deliver 
therapy to both the upper and lower limbs after stroke and spinal 
cord injury, the improvements in clinical outcome measures of 
function to date have been modest when compared with traditional 
therapy (38). Future research efforts are increasingly focused on 
gaining a better understanding of the mechanisms of neuroplasticity, 
including how it can be reliably induced and exploited to maximize 
therapeutic outcomes. Such efforts are increasingly dependent on 
advances in neuroscience, including new techniques for recording 
neuronal activity. Advances in robotic technologies are also vital to 
achieving these goals, including the development of better-fitting 
devices and more precise sensing and actuation embedded in 
devices to target the distal degrees of freedom of the upper and 
lower limbs that are most likely to facilitate a return of function 
and independence. Last, advanced control algorithms that can 
more precisely characterize the patient’s capabilities in real time 
and not only adjust the level of support needed to complete 

movements but also impose appropriate resistance or challenge 
are needed.

Capsule robots
At the dawn of the new millennium, Given Imaging (now Medtronic) 
introduced wireless capsule endoscopy as a minimally invasive 
method of inspecting the gastrointestinal tract. The possibility of 
collecting images deep inside the bowel just by swallowing a “pill” 
revolutionized the field of gastrointestinal endoscopy and sparked a 
brand-new field of research: medical capsule robots.

It was quickly understood that conventional capsule endoscopes, 
which move passively through the gastrointestinal tract, were limited 
in their inability to interact with the bowel and carry-out interven-
tions. A natural first approach to addressing this was to adopt 
“on-board actuation,” actively controlling the capsule using internal, 
miniature locomotion mechanisms (e.g., legs) (42).

However, enthusiasm for this approach declined rapidly as 
the research community realized a major challenge: Integrating 
complex mechanisms, including an adequate power supply, into a 
“pill-sized” device (typically 24  mm in length and 11  mm in 
diameter) was an impractical solution using available technology.

The alternative approach of magnetic actuation was explored to 
solve this limitation. The use of magnetic coupling bypasses the 
need for intricate mechanisms and reduces on-board power needs 
and hence the overall size and complexity of the device. This form 
of actuation manipulates the capsule (containing an embedded 
magnet) via an externally generated magnetic field. This mechani-
cally simple arrangement can precisely control capsule orientation 
and induce relative motion. The field may be generated by 
permanent magnets or electromagnets. In comparing the two, 
electromagnets provide an additional degree of control in varying 
the magnitude of magnetic field, although the volumetric magnetic 
flux density generated is lower than that of permanent magnets. 
Medical capsule robots are now a clinically viable alternative to 
standard interventional endoscopy.

While offering an elegant mechanical solution, researchers in 
the area were faced with the challenge of developing reliable control 
strategies—a complex task owing to the highly nonlinear properties 
of magnetic fields. These evolved from manual manipulation of a 
handheld external permanent magnet to robotic control of the 
magnetic field (43, 44). This was shown to be both clinically and 
commercially effective for the exploration of the stomach and is 
now available in hospitals (NaviCam, ANKON).

Effective interventional capabilities using magnetic actuation 
were successfully demonstrated in pill-size robots by combining it 
with soft robotics. A smart, compliant device operated by external 
magnetic fields showed the feasibility of actively moving to a site of 
interest and delivering a drug (45) or collecting tissue biopsies (46).

With a market pressure toward ease of use, combined with the 
complexities of magnetic actuation, the role of robot assistance in 
magnetic control of capsule endoscopes increased substantially. A 
key enabler for this was the introduction of real-time localization 
techniques. Knowing the position and orientation (i.e., pose) of the 
capsule is crucial to plan the application of magnetic force and 
torque for the desired motion (47). Clinically viable examples of 
localization are mainly based on magnetic localization (48). This is 
now enabling researchers to explore different levels of computer 
assistance, moving toward the ultimate goal of making endoscopy 
as intuitive as driving a car in a videogame.
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As we begin the next decade, intelligent magnetic control of 
pill-sized robots may offer unprecedented diagnostic and therapeutic 
capabilities when combined with multimodal imaging (e.g., multi-
spectral, autofluorescence, and microultrasound) and micro/
nanorobotics. Aside from the clinical uses, this could provide a 
research platform to reach deeper into the human body to address 
other scientific questions related to, for example, our microbiome.

The future may also hold exciting advances in energy storage or 
wireless power transfer, which revive on-board actuation approaches 
or “multiscale operation,” as suggested in (46), where a pill-sized 
robot deploys an army of interventional microrobots. Whatever lies 
ahead, medical capsule robotics remains an exciting, fast-moving, 
and highly influential field of research.

Magnetic actuation for medicine
Long before magnetic fields were used to create images of the inside 
of the body, they were used to perform surgery. Evidence of the use 
of magnetic fields for extracting iron shavings accidently embedded 
within the eye dates back to at least the 17th century and also during 
the industrial revolution. In the 1950s, the first research into their 
use for guiding catheters with magnets mounted on the tip began. 
However, a commercially available system did not appear until 
2003 with Stereotaxis’ Niobe robotic magnetic navigation system, 
which uses two moving permanent magnets to generate changing 
magnetic fields for guiding endocardial ablation catheters to treat 
cardiac arrhythmias (electrophysiology procedures). Although the 
market penetration of this magnetically guided catheter system has 
been slow, the past decade has seen increasing interest from re-
searchers and medical device companies, and we see a linear increase 
in the number of papers published on the topic and an exponential 
increase in citations.
Modeling multi-DOF electromagnetic navigation systems
One important breakthrough in magnetic actuation from the past 
decade and the most highly cited paper in the field of magnetic 
actuation and microrobotics is (49). This work generalized the 
physics and mathematics of an arbitrary number of geometrically 
arranged electromagnetics to exert a magnetic force and torque on 
a given magnetic body. This led the way for the robotics community 
to bring more than 50 years of work in robotic manipulator control 
and design to bear onto the magnetic actuation problem. The 
patents that were generated from this work formed the basis for one 
company to develop a seven-electromagnet system that has been 
used to perform endocardial catheter ablations on several patients.
Magnetically guided microrobots
As discussed in the previous section, capsule robots are relatively 
large devices enabling larger permanent magnets to be mounted in 
them allowing for magnetic field gradients to provide appreciable 
actuation force (43). As free-swimming devices become less than a 
millimeter in size, the amount of magnetic material that can be 
affixed to them makes field-gradient approaches challenging, and 
new magnetic actuation strategies are required. Inspired by the 
helical motion of flagellated bacteria and the traveling wave motion 
of flagellated eukaryotes such as spermatozoa, the first microrobots 
appeared before 2010. Helical structures, in particular, are well 
suited to magnetic actuation because rotation fields generated 
torque, which scales well with fluidic drag torques. In the past 
decade, robust fabrication techniques and effective models have 
been developed that have created opportunities for developing 
microrobots capable of performing useful medical tasks (50). A 

number of efforts continue in this direction with new impetus on 
using materials that will eventually biodegrade in the body without 
harm to the patient or on developing magnetic tools for retrieving 
magnetic microrobots from the body after use.
Magnetic locomotion strategies at millimeter scales
If the constraints on magnetic material selection are relaxed such 
that toxic hard magnetic particles are incorporated into flexible 
polymeric structures, millimeter-scale robot designs can be created 
that exhibit a number of new and exciting locomotion strategies. 
Many of these techniques culminated in recent work from Sitti’s 
group (51) on a single device capable of multimodal locomotion 
enabled using a variety of dynamically varying magnetic fields. An 
impressive number of rolling, walking, jumping, and crawling 
motions were experimentally demonstrated in the paper.
Magnetically guided catheters
Current trends in magnetic actuation show a return to its roots in 
which magnetically tipped catheters and endoscopes are being 
increasingly investigated. The recent work of Zhao and co-workers 
(52) demonstrates the potential for magnetic actuation to be used to 
guide submillimeter hydrogel-covered catheters with embedded 
hard magnetic particles. This work identifies a number of medical 
procedures that could be performed with such devices in the future. 
Undoubtedly, the reason for this increasing interest is the promise 
for more maneuverable medical devices, at smaller scales, that can 
be manufactured more economically than complex pull-wire or 
motor-based devices.

The past decade has seen a number of advances in magnetic 
actuation for medicine. We have gained a deeper understanding of 
how to generate dynamically varying magnetic fields and field 
gradients that can harmlessly penetrate the entire human body. We 
have seen an increase in the use of soft polymeric materials, 
following the trends we see in soft robotics, with the goal of creating 
safer, more maneuverable, magnetic medical devices (48, 49). Last, 
we have also seen many of these efforts move to in vivo trials and 
even into humans. Certainly, the next decade will see more 
efficacious medical therapies realized using this technology, resulting 
in the rapid acceleration of commercial efforts.

Soft robotics for medicine
Defining which achievement in robotics launched the field of soft 
robotics for medicine is not trivial. Robotics based on soft concepts, 
intrinsically compliant structures, and smart materials was strictly 
joined to biomimetics and bioinspiration from the beginning. On 
the other hand, the growing interest for bioinspired robots with 
compliant bodies has promoted the research on smart materials 
that could be adopted for fabricating soft robots or for providing 
soft robots with sensing and actuation capabilities, from the macro-
scale down to the nanoscale (53). Just to take an example, most 
works on artificial skins with sensing capabilities can be found in 
the literature with applications to soft robots and soft devices.

Looking at the literature of the past 10 years, there are many 
fundamental review or survey papers about soft and bioinspired 
robotics for a lot of applications (including medicine, where the 
issue of intrinsic safety is extremely relevant) and many materials 
science papers and reviews on novel smart materials, where 
traditional silicon-based technologies for sensing are replaced by 
silicone-based technologies with smart behavior.

Considering the most highly cited papers of the past decade and 
excluding materials papers and survey papers, two types of works 
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related to medicine can be identified: One includes wearable soft 
robots for rehabilitation or human augmentation, which have been 
covered in the previous sections. The second includes robots for 
intervention and surgery or components for intervention and surgi-
cal robotics. Concerning the field of surgery and intervention, three 
parallel subtopics can be identified: (i) soft devices for surgery or 
intervention, where the entire traditional device is replaced by a soft 
robotic design, both at the macro and miniature scale (45, 54); (ii) 
soft, bioinspired, or compliant components, which can work as 
standalone devices or can be integrated into more traditional systems 
(55, 56); (iii) soft components and systems for advanced simulators, 
both for training and for studying specific physiological functions 
(57–59), between robotics and bioartificial organs.

In the first category, some interesting designs of modular and 
tunable stiffness devices for surgery and endoscopy have been 
developed and have reached the preclinical or the cadaver test level 
(54). The main idea is transforming surgical manipulators into 
elephant trunks or octopus arms with the ability to do more tasks 
with the same arm, by simply changing the stiffness of the different 
segments. Relevant results have been achieved also applying soft 
robotics technology to gastrointestinal capsule endoscopy, with the 
development of soft-body capsules for performing targeted drug 
delivery, as already mentioned above(44, 54).

For the second category, bioinspired components—in some 
cases with a soft body or with a biomimetic safe interaction with the 
environment—have demonstrated superior capabilities in compari-
son with traditional devices (55, 60), e.g., in biopsy. However, a soft 
and bioinspired design was already explored more than 20 years ago 
for advanced endoscopes with the attempt to adapt the shape of the 
medical tool to the features of the explored human environment 
[as in (45, 46) mentioned above].

Last, there is a recent research direction, not easily falling into 
any categories, where soft robots are used for in  vivo assistive or 
therapeutic devices (59, 61). With the exception of some studies at 
the intersection between magnetic microrobotics and soft robotics, 
which have already reached the clinical stage, most of the presented 
technologies still need extensive preclinical and clinical validation.

The field of soft robotics, even if it has not produced paradigmatic 
examples of medical robotic systems yet, is steering the design and 
development of most medical instrumentation. In parallel, soft 
robotics is also nurturing research in soft materials and novel 
fabrication technologies, which can open unexpected avenues in 
biomedical applications.

Continuum robots for medicine
Continuum robots change shape through flexural deformation 
rather than through discrete joints. Their ability to take the shape of 
3D curves enables this type of robot to perform procedures through 
smaller surgical corridors than would be required by traditional 
robotic mechanisms. They can enter the body through natural 
orifices, navigate through body lumens, and steer around critical 
structures when passing through solid tissue. The flexural compli-
ance of continuum robots in contrast to conventional designs also 
enhances their safety.

Continuum robots can be characterized by the actuation method 
used to produce flexural shape change. The most common ap-
proach to shape control is by varying the displacement or tension 
force applied to one or more tendons arranged around a central flexible 
backbone. A variation on this technique, called multibackbone 

designs, replaces the tendon strings with rods that can apply both 
tensile and compressive forces. A third type, concentric tube robots, blurs 
the roles of the actuation elements and backbone using the relative 
translation and rotation of precurved concentrically combined super-
elastic tubes to effect shape changes. Magnetic actuation, discussed 
in detail in another section of this paper, is a fourth technique in 
which external magnets positioned around the patient are used to 
produce the desired deflection of a magnetically tipped flexible tube.

In the decade preceding 2010, the major research progress 
involved the development of design principles and mechanics-based 
kinematic models for tendon- and multibackbone-actuated continuum 
robot architectures. This work led to important medical robot 
commercialization efforts, such as Hansen Medical’s tendon-actuated 
cardiac catheter. In addition, a tendon-actuated design was pro-
posed in which the flexible backbone was replaced by a series of 
short cylindrical links connected by spherical joints. This design 
became the basis of a surgical robot commercialized by Medrobotics. 
During the 2000s, the concept of concentric tube robots was first 
introduced, but a more complete description of the design princi-
ples and kinematic model for this architecture was finished only 
in 2010 (62).

During the decade 2010–2020, continuum robot research was 
focused in four areas: (i) incorporating external contacts and loads 
in robot modeling and control, (ii) developing methods to control 
robot stiffness, (iii) creating “soft” continuum robots, and (iv) the 
design of continuum robots for specific clinical applications. Each is 
described below.
Extending kinematic models to consider external  
contacts and loads
In many medical applications, a robot will contact tissue not only at 
its tip but also at many locations along its length. Unlike rigid 
robots, these contact forces can produce appreciable deformation of 
a continuum robot, leading to large errors in the kinematic map 
relating, e.g., tendon tension to tip position and orientation. An 
important research thrust has been to include external loading in 
the kinematic model (63) and to infer external loads from the kine-
matic input variables, e.g., tendon tension forces (64). Alternatively, 
a model-free approach has been proposed in which the contact- 
constrained kinematic model is estimated during task execution 
(65). For model-based control methods, an alternative to inferring 
external loads from kinematic inputs is to directly sense them. 
Although the creation of a distributed sensing skin at the size scale 
and price point appropriate for medical interventions remains an 
open problem, a noteworthy effort over the decade has gone into 
the development of sensors that can estimate robot shape (66).
Stiffness control
In contrast to rigid robots, the inherent flexibility of continuum 
robots enhances their safety during navigation through the body to 
a surgical site. Surgical tasks, however, involve applying forces to 
tissue, and the lower tip stiffness of continuum robots requires larger 
robot displacements to produce a given force. The task-based force 
level together with limited volume available to maneuver the robot 
defines a minimum tip stiffness needed to perform the task. Import-
ant work over the decade has developed mechanical design methods 
for enhancing and controlling continuum robot stiffness, e.g., by 
incorporating layer jamming in the flexural components (67). For 
those situations when the inherent stiffness is sufficient, control 
algorithms have been developed that modify the kinematic inputs 
to achieve a desired tip stiffness (68).
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Soft continuum robots
Continuum robots are often fabricated from compliant polymeric 
materials, and some of the earliest examples were actuated pneu-
matically or hydraulically—the two features typically used to define 
“soft” robots. With a few exceptions, however, medical continuum 
robots have eschewed gas or fluid actuation, which tends to increase 
modeling complexity and response time. With the explosive growth 
in soft robotics over the past decade, however, these actuation 
methods and the use of even more compliant materials are now being 
explored for medical applications (69).
Application-specific continuum robot design
In addition to deepening the technological toolbox, researchers 
have also collaborated with clinicians to create robotic systems 
designed to perform specific procedures. For example, Ding et al. (16) 
produced a single-port system for abdominal surgery. Once inserted 
into the abdomen, two multibackbone continuum arms along with 
a conventionally jointed stereoendoscopic arm extend from a single 
sheath to create an anthropomorphic representation of the surgeon’s 
head and arms. This technology was licensed for commercialization 
by Titan Medical. As a second example, the system of (20) explores 
the use of two concentric tube robots together with a separate passive 
endoscope for transnasal skull base surgery. This system was an 
important early demonstration of how the concentric tube architec-
ture, along with the theoretical modeling developed to support it, 
could provide the workspace, stiffness, and manipulability neces-
sary to perform actual neurosurgical tasks.

The past decade has provided a maturation of the fundamental 
techniques for designing and modeling the various continuum 
robot architectures. Although this research is largely complete, the 
availability of new sensing technologies will likely spur the develop-
ment of improved sensor-based control techniques. For example, 
fiber Bragg grating sensors, a very expensive technology, is the main 
shape- sensing modality that has been investigated (66). An inexpen-
sive alternative technology would likely result in a new generation 
of control algorithms. Furthermore, we will likely see continued interest 
in applying soft robotics to produce alternative robot designs and 
learning/artificial intelligence applied to robot navigation and con-
trol. Although this work will largely be driven by research novelty 
rather than clinical need, it will add to the technological toolbox.

Whereas early validation experiments were academic in nature 
with little attention paid to eventual medical applications, there was 
a growing emphasis over the decade toward creating prototype sys-
tems such as those noted above that could perform actual medical 
procedures. For continuum robots to reach the clinic, this line of 
research will be increasingly important in the years ahead. There are 
several reasons for this. First, the creation and demonstration of a 
procedure-specific prototype is the fundamental step required to 
de-risk the technology for commercialization. It also enables a first-
cut cost-benefit comparison with current clinical practice. Thus, 
these technology demonstration projects can directly lead to com-
mercialization efforts. Equally important, procedure-specific proto-
types serve to identify critical knowledge gaps that spur future 
fundamental research.

DISCUSSION
The number of papers on medical robotics has grown exponentially 
from less than 10 published in 1990 to more than 5200  in 2020. 
Consequently, the fraction of papers published during the past 

decade is more than 80% of the total. These publications span the 
entire range of the research pipeline. Engineering journal publica-
tions have covered the creation of new robotic technologies for 
medical applications and the design of new medical robots. Medical 
journal publications have completed the research process by evalu-
ating existing robot designs in human patients.

Although the field cannot yet point to comprehensive clinical 
trials that show that robotic surgical procedures provide improved 
procedural outcomes for patients (70) or reduced procedure cost 
compared with nonrobotic surgery (71), a number of patient 
benefits have been demonstrated. These include shorter hospital 
stays, faster recuperation, fewer reoperations, and reduced blood 
transfusions (71). For surgeons, robots provide improved ergonomics, 
leading to reductions in neck and back pain (72) as well as hand and 
wrist numbness (73) with less physical and mental stress compared 
with direct hand-controlled procedures (74). These factors increase 
a surgeon’s quality of life and could potentially lengthen their career. 
Studies have also shown that robotics can markedly reduce radiation 
exposure to both the surgeon and the patient (75).

To further this progress, it would be beneficial to channel future 
engineering research efforts in the most promising directions. This 
requires developing an understanding of how robots and their 
underlying technologies add value in medicine. Whereas in almost 
all other industries, robots are used as autonomous agents to reduce 
human labor costs, medical robots, at least to date, have been devel-
oped to add value in other application-dependent ways.

For example, all the benefits mentioned in the preceding 
paragraph arise in laparoscopic surgery except for reduced radia-
tion exposure, which applies to cardiac catheterization procedures. 
In therapeutic rehabilitation, it can be argued that the value cur-
rently added is in providing a larger number of repetitions rather 
than in improving the quality of the repetitions. On the other hand, 
energy-delivery robots, e.g., for radiotherapy, provide a combina-
tion of precision, repeatability, and speed that is hard to match by 
other means. Similarly, a powered prosthesis can directly improve 
patient outcomes by expanding both the number and quality of 
daily living tasks that can be performed compared with a nonrobotic 
device. Capsule robots may eventually replace some open bowel 
procedures, improving the diagnostic possibilities in hard-to-reach 
body regions and reducing the discomfort of existing endoluminal 
bowel procedures.

In directing robotic technology research to maximize value added, 
the most important technology targets are those that will enable 
new types of interventions that are either currently impossible or 
impractical based on current technology. Magnetic actuation is an 
example of a technology that is enabling for capsule robots and 
medical microrobots. This technique has allowed miniaturization 
by moving actuation and power supplies outside the body. Soft 
robotics is likely to be a very important enabling technology over 
the next decade. Much of the most promising work is currently 
being performed in the materials community and relates to the 
creation of thin polymer layers with embedded sensors and actua-
tors. Although this work seems far from medical application now, 
these capabilities will likely have a large influence on interventional, 
rehabilitative, and assistive robots. Other enabling technologies in 
sensing, imaging, actuation, and energy storage may arise as 
crossovers from consumer electronics.

As an alternative to enabling new procedures, a technology can 
have a major influence if it provides a new way for a medical robot 
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to add value. The effective synergy of preoperative and intraoperative 
imaging integrated with flexible, ergonomically enhanced surgical 
tools is an important example of this approach, which represents 
a substantial contribution over the past decade. The value of this 
approach will likely continue in the future. Translating cellular 
and molecular imaging modalities from the laboratory to an 
in vivo–in situ surgical setting will further expand the functional 
capabilities of surgical interventions by providing improved tis-
sue detection, labeling, and targeting for both macroscopic and 
cell-based therapies. This approach can fundamentally alter the 
planned surgical pathways by streamlining intraoperative surgical 
decision making and optimization with increased consistency and 
accuracy, circumventing potential postoperative complications 
and revisions.

Another way for robots to add value is through autonomy. 
Although the development of autonomous driving capabilities has 
been perhaps the hottest topic in all of robotics over the decade, the 
use of autonomy in medical robots is currently limited. Examples 
include assistive wearable robots and rehabilitation robots. These 
systems produce preprogrammed motions that can be switched be-
tween and altered on the basis of user inputs. Similarly, orthopedic 
robots mill out preprogrammed cavities in bone, and radiosurgery 
robots play back preprogrammed trajectories to produce the desired 
x-ray exposures of internal lesions. Although these preprogrammed 
motions represent a very simple form of autonomy, they are enabling 

for these applications. For example, an assistive lower leg prosthesis 
would be useless if the operator had to actively control the ankle 
motion during walking.

The technological frontier in medical robot autonomy corre-
sponds to endowing the robot with the capability to formulate and 
alter its plans and motions based on real-time sensor data. Examples 
could include autonomous laparoscopic surgery to remove cancerous 
lesions or autonomous transcatheter repair of a heart valve. This 
level of autonomy brings with it not only technical challenges but 
also regulatory, ethical, and legal challenges, which have yet to be 
fully resolved and will raise commercialization costs. Consequently, 
it will be much easier to incrementally add such autonomous func-
tionality to preexisting medical robots whose value can be justified 
without consideration of autonomous functionality. Examples in-
clude automated suturing for laparoscopic surgery, autonomous 
navigation of flexible endoscopes, or autonomous electrophysiological 
catheter mapping inside the heart.

An evolutionary trend toward progressive automation as suggested 
by Fig. 4 will provide time for the necessary technological develop-
ments in algorithms and sensors while allowing stakeholders time 
to progressively construct an appropriate regulatory and legal frame-
work. Medical applications for which autonomy is necessary to 
justify the robot will be more challenging to commercialize in the 
short term but may be of highest value in the long term. The lower 
hanging fruit of this type could include simple time-critical endoluminal 

Fig. 4. Application-specific trend toward increasing medical robot autonomy. In current use, the level of autonomy is typically the minimum needed to be clinically 
useful. For example, radiotherapy robots operate at a level of conditional autonomy computing and executing a radiation exposure trajectory to provide the desired 
radiation dose inside a patient while minimizing exposure of surrounding tissues. Orthopedic robots are capable of autonomously milling out a prescribed cavity for knee 
and hip implants. In contrast, laparoscopic surgical robots have proven successful under continuous operator control and so currently offer only limited robotic 
assistance. Transcatheter mechanical thrombectomy and heart valve repair are examples of clinical applications for which robotic solutions have yet to be developed, 
although both could potentially benefit from robotic solutions. In the future, it is anticipated that the level of autonomy of current robotic systems will increase. The 
biggest increases will be for those applications for which autonomy is vital to their function. For example, highly autonomous systems for remotely performing emergency 
mechanical thrombectomies to treat stroke would substantially increase the accessibility of this treatment while also decreasing the time to treatment. As a second 
example, bionic implants that improve or restore body functions will be sufficiently integrated with their host to not require continuous conscious control.
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interventions, whereas bionic implants represent a more complicated 
class of devices.

Of the more than 19,000 engineering papers published on 
medical robotics since 1990, only a handful can be considered 
enabling for existing commercial medical robots. Even the papers 
of high technological influence comprising the bibliography have 
modest numbers of patent citations. In part, this may be due to the 
substantial lag that can occur between technology development and 
its commercial application. Perhaps, an equally important contributor 
is the mismatch between technology research and the realities of 
medical device commercialization.

Bringing robotic technology to clinical use requires much more 
than simply well-cited research articles. A genuine clinical need 
must be identified. A relevant technology must be developed to 
address this need that considers the specifics of how the robot adds 
value for the clinician and for the patient. Medical doctors must be 
convinced of this value proposition. The technology must also be 
developed with hospital administrative and financial constraints 
well considered and without hindering well-established clinical 
workflows. Potential risks must be identified early on so that ethical 
approvals can be obtained. Last, attractive business models must be 
developed to ensure that sufficient investment can be obtained to 
bring the technology through the complex pathways that must be 
navigated for any medical device to achieve commercial success. 
Maximizing the chance of success suggests that technology re-
searchers stray from their ivory towers to form deep collaborations 
with clinicians, regulators, investors, and the business community.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The manuscript is not intended to be a traditional survey that 
provides sweeping coverage of medical robotics over the decade or 
to provide an exhaustive bibliography of the field. Instead, our goal 
was to provide a focused view of the most important research 
advances of the decade and to point the reader to a small set of 
papers that are seminal with respect to these advances. Research 
was defined as the development of new robots and robotic technology. 
Clinical evaluation papers using existing robots were excluded un-
less they conveyed an important translational result.

This approach, by its nature, injects some subjectivity into the 
paper; however, we attempted to be as objective as possible. Our 
approach was as follows. We first developed an initial list of pro-
spective hot topics based on author consensus. This list of topics 
was then validated and refined by performing a broad search of 
medical/surgical robotics using Web of Science and then grouping 
the results by topic. This resulted in dropping some candidate 
topics while subdividing others into multiple topics. For example, 
although there has been important work in orthopedic and spinal 
procedure robots, the highly cited papers were published before 
2010. Furthermore, we observed that there was important research 
on procedure-specific robots that did not fit into any of the hot 
topics. This included robots developed for endoluminal and natural 
orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery procedures along with 
robots for microsurgery. To include this work, we added a final hot 
topic on nonlaparoscopic procedure–specific robots.

Given this list of hot topics, we then sought to identify topic- 
specific search terms for use with Web of Science that would provide 
comprehensive coverage for that topic. Our goal was twofold. First, 
we wished to identify the total number of papers published on each 

hot topic as reported in Figs. 2 and 3. Second, for inclusion in our 
bibliography, we wished to identify the most influential papers for 
each topic based on citation count.

Identification of the topic-specific search terms meeting these 
two goals was an iterative process. Initially, each search was formu-
lated by building a set of common terms related to medical robots 
that returned the most comprehensive set of relevant references:

(medical* OR medicine OR surgical OR surgery OR surgeon (in 
TOPIC) AND robot* OR manipulator (in TOPIC)).

This search was then further constrained using keywords for 
each hot topic. The keywords were tested and revised by reviewing 
the search results based on the authors’ knowledge of the field to 
ensure that the results for the top 100 cited papers returned by the 
search were both relevant and comprehensive. This approach worked 
well for four of the eight topics. For the remaining four topics, it was 
also necessary to adapt the common search terms along with topic- 
specific keywords to identify a search that yielded relevant and 
comprehensive results.

Each section of the paper was then composed on the basis of the 
authors’ knowledge of the topic as supported by the search results. 
For each hot topic, a small number of the most highly cited research 
papers were selected to support the major concepts. These are the 
papers included in the bibliography. Although, in some cases, 
papers had similar numbers of citations and subjective decisions 
were made to pick one over another, the overall selection process 
was objective. Survey papers were excluded.

Paper citation counts included in the bibliography of the Supple-
mentary Materials are from Web of Science. Patent citation counts 
are from Lens.org. Data were collected on 11 October 2021.

Data within Figs. 2 and 3
Figures  2 and 3 report the year-by-year numbers of publications 
resulting from the Web of Science searches for the individual and 
combined hot topic searches. The results are further broken down 
by publication type (engineering versus medical journals). Searches 
were performed on 11 October 2021.

Web of Science search terms
The sets of search terms for each hot topic that are listed below were 
used with Web of Science to identify the most highly cited papers 
for each topic.
Robots for laparoscopic surgery
medical* OR medicine OR surgical OR surgery OR surgeon (in 
TOPIC) AND robot* OR manipulator (in TOPIC) AND laparoscop* 
(in TOPIC and TITLE).
Nonlaparoscopic procedure–specific robots
medical* OR medicine OR surgical OR surgery OR surgeon (in 
TOPIC) AND robot* OR manipulator (in TOPIC) NOT laparoscop* 
(in TOPIC and TITLE).
Assistive wearable robotics
(prosthe* OR orthos* OR orthot* OR exoskelet* OR exosuit*) AND 
(robotic OR powered), all in TOPIC 2010–2020. Figure search: 
(prosthe* OR orthos* OR orthot* OR exoskelet* OR exosuit*) AND 
(robotic OR powered), NOT (rehab*), all in TOPIC 2010-2020.
Therapeutic rehabilitation robots
(robot* OR exoskelet*) AND (rehab*)), all TOPIC 2010–2020.
Medical capsule robots
(robot*) AND (pill OR capsul*) AND (medic* OR endoscop* OR 
intestin* OR surg*) all TOPIC 2010–2020.
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Magnetic actuation for medicine
(robot* OR microrobot* OR nanorobot* OR manipulat* OR actuat*) 
AND (magnet* OR micromagnet* OR nanomagnet*) AND (medical* 
OR medicine* OR surgical* OR surgeon* OR surgery*) all in 
TOPIC 2010–2020.
Soft robotics for medicine
(medical* OR medicine OR surgical OR surgery OR surgeon) AND 
(robot OR robotics) AND (soft) NOT (materials OR material) NOT 
(rehabilitation), all in TOPIC 2010–2020.
Continuum robots for medicine
WoS Search: (medical* OR medicine OR surgical OR surgery OR 
surgeon) AND (robot* OR manipulator) AND (continuum OR 
snake) all in TOPIC 2010–2020.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
www.science.org/doi/10.1126/scirobotics.abi8017
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